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Abstract 

It has recently been proved by Clark, Ocone and 
Coumarbatch that the relative entropy (or Kullback- 
Leibler information distance) between two nonlinear fil- 
ters with different initial conditions is a supermartin- 
gale, hence its expectation can only decrease with time. 
This result was obtained for a very general model, 
where the unknown state and observation processes for- 
m jointly a continuous-time Markov process. 

The purpose of this paper is (i) to extend this result 
to a large class of f-divergences, including the total 
variation distance, the Hellinger distance, and not only 
the Kullback-Leibler information distance, and (ii) to 
consider not only robustness w.r.t. the initial condition 
of the filter, but also w.r.t. perturbation of the state 
generator. On the other hand, the model considered 
here is much less general, and consists of a diffusion 
process observed in discrete-time. 

Keywords : nonlinear filtering, stability, relative 
entropy, Kullback-Leibler information, Hellinger dis- 
tance, total variation distance, f-divergence. 

1 Introduction 

The dependency of a nonlinear filter w.r.t. its initial 
condition, has been recently the subject of considerable 
attention. Pathwise exponential decay has been proved 
under restrictive assumptions which in practice hold 
provided the state space is either finite, see Atar and 
Zeitouni [4], Le Gland and Mevel [14, 151, or compact, 
see Atar and Zeitouni [3], Del Moral and Guionnet [ll], 
Budhiraja and Kushner [7l. Similar results have been 
obtained for special cases with noncompact state space 
and sufficiently small observation noise, see Atar [l], 
Budhiraja and Ocone [8]. A slightly different approach 
has been taken by Atar, Viens and Zeitouni [2]. On 
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the other hand, mean-square decay without compact- 
ness assumption has been proved by Ocone and Par- 
doux [17], under ergodicity of the state process. Sta- 
bility of the relative entropy has been proved for a 
very general model, without compactness or ergodic- 
ity assumption, by Clark, Ocone and Coumarbatch [9]. 
Some generalizations of the last mentionned work are 
obtained here, for the following less general model how- 
ever. 

The unobserved state process {Xt , t 2 0) is the so- 
lution of the following stochastic differential equation 
(SDE) on RF 

dXt = bt(Xt) dt + 4%) dwt , Xo - /.ddz) , (1) 

where {Wt , t 1 0) is a Wiener process of appropriate 
dimension, with identity covariance matrix, indepen- 
dent of the initial state X0. With (1) is associated the 
following time-dependent second-order partial differ- 
ential operator 

where at = (@) = crt a:, and where the convention of 
summation on repeated indices is used. Let {Pt , t 2 
s 10) be the Markov semigroup generated by {Lt , t > 
01. 

At discrete time instants 

0 = to < . - * < t, < * * . (3) 

a d-dimensional noisy observation zn of the state Xt,, 
becomes available, with conditional probability distri- 
bution 

P[z, E dz 1 Xt, = z] = g&, z) dz . 

The time-dependent transition probability kernel for 
the sampled Markov chain {Xt, , n 1 0) is defined by 
Qn = P:;-‘. The likelihood function for the estimation 
of the state Xt, based on the observation z, alone is 
defined by 



The memoWiess channel assumption holds here, un-
der which the observations {zo, ”0”, zn} are indepen-
dent given the sequenceof states {X~O,.00, X~m}. This
assumption holds for example in the case of observa-
tions in additive white noise, i.e.

z. = hn(xt. ) +TJn ,

where {v~, n ~ 0} is a white noise sequence, indepen-
dent of the Markov chain. In the special case of a Gaus-
sian white noise sequence with identity covariance mw
trix, it holds

!ln(z) = (27r)-d/2 exp { – * Izn – hn(z)12 } .

Let Zn = (ZO,... , Zn) denote the sequence of observa-
tions up to time i!n, and introduce the following condi-
tional probability distributions of the state Xtm

and

P[xtm E & I 2.]= p.(a) .

The transition from ~_l to P., is conveniently de-
scribed by the following two steps :

/%–1
prediction

~ P; = Q; P*-1

where . denotes the projective product, see (5) below.
In the prediction step, p; = Q: P.-1 is the value t~n
at time t. by the solution (in weak sense) of the Fokker–
Planck equation

(4)

starting from pn_l at time tn–l.In the correction step,
p. is simply given by the Bayes rule

(5)

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the Lipschitz
property of the two mappings

for various information theoretic distances on the set
of probabllit y measures. The general concept of ~-
divergence was introduced by Csisztir [10], and has been
studied thoroughly by Lieae and Vajda [16], Vajda [18].
For any convex function ~ defined on [0, m), and such
that j(l) = O, the ~-divergence between two probabil-
ity measures p and v absolutely continuous w.r.t. ~, is
defined by

Typical choices for the function .f are

f(r) = Ir -11, ~(r)= (X- 1)2 , ~(r)= -logr ,

for which the corresponding f–divergences are the to-
tal variation distance, the (square of the) Hellinger dis-
tance, and the Kullback-Leibler information distance
(or relative entropy) respectively. If both v and H are
absolutely continuous w.r.t. a measure A, with density
g and p respectively, then the ~–divergence takes the
form

By deM1tion — and in opposition with the distance
between the densities p and q in L“(J) for a # 1 —
the above formula does not depend upon the domi-
nating measure A Another interesting feature of j–
divergences is their invariance upon change of variable.
Indeed, let # be a diffeomorphiam of Rm. If v << U,
then v o ~–1 <<p o @–l with density

d(v Ot#F1) dv _l

d(flo&l)= ~”@ ,

Finally, the following monotontcitg property — which
is well-known in the special case of the totaI variation
distance — has been proved by Csiszd.r [10], see also
Vajda [18, Theorem 9.9]. If v << p, then K* v <<K* p
for any Markov kernel K, and

i.e. f-divergences cannot increase under the action of a
Markov kernel.

2 Predktion step

Conaider the following two equationa

where the time--dependent linear partial differential op-
erator L: ia defined in (2), hence

for any teat functions u and v, where
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2.1 Generalestimate

Proposition2.1 Assume that vt < w for any t z s,
If the convex fimction f is diffemmtiable, then

:f (Vt [1~) < (6,, f’($))

for any t ~s.

Remark2.2 Inthe nonperturbed case
the above result can be extended to any

1

where .q s O,
f-divergence,

using a limiting argument, and could also be obtained
directly, M a consequence of the monotonicity proper-
ty (6).

Proofi Assume that f has two derivatives, and that
pt is absolutelycontinuousw.r.t. the Lebesguemeasure,

dvt
with density pt. Then the density rt = — solves

dpt

L;(ptrt) +&t _rt L~pt
+t = —.

Pt Pt

If the function ~ is smooth enough, then the trans-
formed ratio u~ = f (rt) solves

tit = f’(rt) +t ,

hence

:f(vt IIM) = (Pt, ~t) + @t, ut)

L~~ rt) + Et
= (pt, f’(rt) ~, ) - (pt,f’(rt)rt ~)

+ (L; ~, f(rt))

= (L~(pt r,), f’(rt)) + (L~w, f(rt) - rt f’(rt))

+ (Et, f’(rt)) .

After straightforward computations

(L~(pr), j’(r))= (pr, Lt(f’(r)))

and since [f(r) - r f’(r)]’ = –r f“(r)

(L~p, f(r) - rf’(r)) = (P, Lt(f (r) - rf’(r)))
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hence

(L~(pr), f’(r))+ (L~p, f (r) - r f’(r))

1=—-
2

J
“ “ ~ ~f’’(r)dz ,

a;’J p 8Zj 8Xi

for any test functions r and p. Whether M is absolutely
continuous or not w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure, it holds

$f v& ( t IIId

s (%, f ‘(@) ,

since ~“ (rt) ~ O. By a limiting argument, the same
estimate holds if f has only one derivative. •1

Remark 2.3 If% = (a~) = O, i.e. if the state equa-
tion is a deterministic ODE, then equality holds

~f u~t ( t IIw) = (~tjf’(rt)) ,

and in the nonperturbed case where et - 0, the map-
ping tI+ f (vt IIM) is constant. This was expected, by
the invarianceproperty of i–divergences upon change
of variable,since in this case Vtand pt are the image of
v~ and MSrespectively, under the solution map of the
ODE.

2.2 Application to the projection filter
The projection filter is a finite dimensional nonlinear
filter, based on the differential geometric approach to
statistics. It is obtained by projecting the Fokker-
P1anck equation (4) onto the tangent space of a finite dl-
mensional manifold of (square root of) probability den-
sities, according to the Fisher information metric, and
its extension to the infirdte dimensional space of square
roots of probability densities, the Hellinger distance,
see Bngo, Hanzon and LeGland [5, 6]. Recall that the
(square of the) Hellinger distance is the f-divergence
associated with the convex function ~(r) = (W – 1)2,

@ (w- 1).and notice that f’(r) = ~

Let S = {p(., @), 9 E tl}, where@ c W, be a paramet-
ric family of probabilityy densities,and assumethat for
any 0 ~ Q, the tangent vectors

i?<p~ a~p~

801 ‘-””’ Wn ‘

are linearly independent vectors in L2 (Rm ). Then
@/z = {/p~ ,@ ~ ~} is~ ~-dimension~ sub

manifold of L2 (EW’), and the tangent space to S1/2 at

1

.— —.



~~ is given by

For any 0 E Q, let llo denote the orthogonal pro
jection of vectors of L2(lItm) onto the tangent space

If2. Assume that the density pt satisfies‘ms

Then @ satisfies

d 1
— L*pt = Pt(@) ,

Zfi= 2@

and the projection filter density qt = P(”, et) satisfies,
by detiltion

where R = Pt – Ile, o ‘Pt is the projection residual
operator. This operator, when applied to @, yields
a vector of L2 (Rm ) called the projection residual. The
norm IIfi (fi) IIis called the projection residual norm,
and it is an a posten”on”estimate — in the sense that
it can be computed from the approximate solution qt
only, and doea not require the exact solution pt — of
the instantaneous error resulting fkom the projection.

Remark2.4 The equation (7) looks like a PDE, but it
is truely an ODE in the n~lmensionzd mtifold S112,
which can be equivalently written, using difIerent co-
ordinates, as an ODE in @ C W for the parameter
et.

The following result relates the global projection error,
for the Hellinger distance, to the instantaneous projec-
tion error.

Proposition2.5 For ang t ~ s

Proof: The density qt solves

= zfipt(~ +2@~t(@) = L;qt +&t ,

where

Et =2&Rt(~ .
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Applying Proposition 2.1 yields

~H2(qt,pt) < (et, f’(~))

@(@ ~))= (2@?t(@),z ~ –

@-l)@).= 2 (nJ(@), (—
6

The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality yields

1 d H2(9t7PtWqt, pt)-&f(mt) = ~ ~ )

= lp?t(~tt H(qt,pt) ,

hence

{ /($ - 1)2’pt & }1’2

3 Correction step (Bayesrule)

Notice that if v << p, then il~. v << ~n. p with density

d(~~ . v)

d(lin “p)
=@”Pj& (8)

Averaged error estimates will be obtained below, mak-
ing use of the following elementary result.

E[!I?n“P; I zn-1] = /J; . (9)

Indeed, by definition

hence

E[(!ln - p;, @ t a~-1] = E[@(Xt.) I-%1] = (P;,@ ,

for any test function # defined on P.

3.1 Total variationdistance

Proposition3.1 For any probability disti”butions p
and v

lpn . /.4 - Wn. +v

..— —



Proof: The proof is taken from Hiirzeler [13, Lem- 
ma 9.51, see also Diaconis and Freedman [12, Ap- 
pendix B] for a similar argument. For any p and V, 
assuming w.1.o.g. that 

b> Qn) 2 (4 glr,) , 

the following decomposition holds 

where by defmition 

and where A dominates p and V, with density 

dJ’ and 
du 

P=a Q=z’ 

respectively. Then 

J bJ% *n) -- = 2 Rn [P (Y,gnj ql+ dX 

5 2 J R,Jp-q]+dX 

cl 

3.2 Kullback-Leibler information distance 

Proposition 3.2 If Y is Z,-l-measurable, and abso- 
lutelg continuous w.r.t. &, then 

E[W’[r, - u II *r, - cl,) I L-1 1 I W II P,) : 

Proof: For any p and Y such that Y < ~1, the rela- 
tion (8) yields 

In the special case where p = p;, taking expectation, 
and using identity (9), yields 

-E[(%-P,,~w$) I -G-1] = -K, log 3 
n d/G 

= WV II /.a > 

I logEkJkIt,> -g) I %-11 = l%bL,, -g) = 0, 
n n 

using the Jensen inequality, hence the following aver- 
aged estimate holds 

4 Conclusion : supermartingale property 

Let the wrongly initialized filter be defined by the same 
steps as the correctly initialized filter, i.e. 

h-1 
prediction v- 

) n = &*, h+l 

correction b un=\kn.u;. 

Combining the results of the previous two sections, the 
following supermartingale property can be proved. 

Proposition 4.1 If vo < @, then u,, CC p,,, and 

E[Wun II in) I L-11 I Wn-1 II /+-I> . 

Remark 4.2 This property was proved by Clark, O- 
cone and Coumarbatch [9], for a much more general 
model. 

Proof: Using Proposition 3.2 and the monotonicity 
property (6), yields 

EWn II cln) I L-11 

= E[D(rE, . u; II *\E, * P2,) I G-11 5 D(G II CL,) 
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